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•  Last work presented at DeepSec Conference in November 2009 
(Co-author: C.Mune – pulsoid@icysilence.com) 

•  The aim of the attack was to divert the data connections 
originated by a mobile phone 

•  Attack steps: 
–  Retrieve the victim’s mobile phone number 
–  Select the right APN configuration by IMSI Lookup 

–  Deliver the new APN/Proxy configuration to the victim by a provisioning 
SMS 

–  Probe all victim’s web traffic (SSL connection too with SSL strip attack)   

Is this attack still feasible ????? 

YES!!!! 



•  Mobile Internet traffic is growing quickly   



•  The previous attack works on all devices that use OMA (Open 
Mobile Alliance) Client Provisioning 

•  The data on OMA Client Provisioning gives us an idea of the 
attack effectiveness 

•  But…. Neither iPhone nor Android process an SMS Provisioning 
Message 

Ovum source 
Ovum source 



•  An SMS provisioning message remotely configures 
a mobile device 

•  Largely used by Mobile Operators and Commercial 
Enterprises to deliver customized configurations 
for: 
–  Intranet Access 

–  Mail  
–  Etc. 

•  The provisioning is done using WAP capabilities 



  WAP architecture is still widely used: 
-  MMS 
-  Web Browsing 
-  Provisioning process 

-  ... 

  WAP communication is based on the Pull/Push model 
-  The Push model is normally used to send unsolicited data from 

server to the client  

  WAP provides a multiple layer Protocol Framework to allow 
data exchange: 

-  Application, Session, Transfer, Transport and Bearer 



  An SMS Provisioning Message is composed of several parts: 
-  GSM SMS Header 
-  UDH Header 
-  WSP Header 

-  Provisioning Document (XML file) encoded in WBXML 

Application 
layer 

Session Service 
layer 

Transport Service 
layer 

Bearer Network 
layer 

  Some layers of WAP Protocol Framework are involved in 
creating an SMS Provisioning Message 



Network Access Point 

Proxy 

Browser traffic through 
 the proxy 

Works on many 
 phones 

  Let’s reconfigure a Access Point with Proxy 



  WSP provides connectionless service: PUSH primitive = 0x06 

  Delivering a provisioning document requires: 
-  Media type: application/vnd.wap.connectivity-wbxml = 0xb6 

  … security information is usually required: 
-  SEC parameter to specify security mechanism = 0x91-0x8(0-1) 

-  Security mechanism related information (e.g. MAC parameter = 
0x92) 



  Security mechanism used is typically based on a “Shared 
Secret” and based on HMAC 

USERPIN 
0x9181 

NETWPIN 
0x9180 

USERNET
WPIN 

  “USERPIN”: key is a numeric PIN code chosen by the sender  

  “NETWPIN”: key is an IMSI ( International Mobile Subscriber 
Identity) (minimal or absent user interaction) 

HMAC(shared_secret,wbxml_provisioning_doc) 



•  IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity): Uniquely identifies 
a mobile user: 
–  Permanently stored on a SIM card and HLR (Mobile Operator Database 

stores the pairs MSISDN-IMSI) 
–  Always associated with a MSISDN (association is made in the HLR) 

–  Used during subscriber authentication procedure 
15 digits 

IMSI MCC MNC MSIN 

•  MCC/MNC pair uniquely identifies a Mobile Phone Operator 

•  You can select the right configuration 

•  Should be regarded as a confidential piece of information 
–  But…A lot of web sites offer very cheap IMSI Lookup services 



  WDP provides connectionless datagram transport service 

  WDP can be mapped onto a different bearer: 
–  UDH header is used to send SMS  

  UDH header contains information for port addressing and 
concatenated short messages: 
–  Wap-Push Port 2948 = 0x0B84 

–  SMS multipart identifier = 0x00  

•  GSM SMS PDU mode supports binary data transfer = 0xF5 

  Tests suggest that no restrictions are imposed on sending SMS-
encapsulated provisioning messages. 



•  We can send an SMS using on line 
services: 
–  Very cheap 

OR 

•  Using a customized tool with mobile 
phone attached to a PC 





•  iPhone doesn’t process OMA SMS configuration 
messages 

•  Apple uses “Configuration Profile” to configure 
several components: 
–  Wi-Fi settings  
–  VPN settings 
–  Email settings 
–  Advanced 
–  Other settings 

•  This mechanism permits iPhone and iPod touch  
(OS 3.1.x), iPad OS 3.2.x to work with Enterprise 
Systems 



•  The configuration information is encapsulated in a file with 
“.mobileconfig” extension 

•  A profile is a  simple XML file that configures certain (single or 
multiple) settings on an iPhone, iPad or iPod touch 

•  A payload is an individual component of the profile file 

•  You can create a configuration 
profile using the iPhone 
Configuration Utility (iCPU), 
version 2.2, available on Mac OS X 
and Windows 



A single setting component 

Access Point settings 
with Proxy  

You can control whether or not  
the configuration profile  

can be removed by the user 



•  The configuration profile can be created with three different 
levels of security: 

–  Unsigned: the plain text .mobileconfig file 
can be installed on any device. 

–  Signed: the .mobileconfig file is signed and 
will not be installed by a device if it is altered. 
More secure for the user. 

–  Signed and Encrypted 

1 

2 1 



•  The Configuration Profiles can be distributed using four different 
deployment methods: 
–  USB connection, directly from the iPhone Configuration utility 

–  Email: the users install the profile by receiving the message on their 
device, then tapping the attachment to install it 

–  Website: the users install the profile by downloading it using Safari 

–  Over-the-Air Enrollment and Distribution: secure enrollment and 
configuration process enabled by the Simple Certificate Enrollment 
Protocol (SCEP). 



•  Set up a simple Apache Web Server with a right MIME Content-
Type: 

•  The iPhone/iPad/iPod touch user can download the 
mobileconfig profile through his Safari browser: 



•  Android doesn’t process SMS Provisioning 
Messages either 

•  A private company has developed a OMA 1.1 
Provisioning Client for Android: 
–  It allows setting up both browser and MMS access 

points on the device 

How can we add/modify an Access 
Point?? 



•  Android SDK allows for an application capable of changing 
certain device settings: 
–  Global Audio settings 
–  Sync settings 
–  Display orientation 

–  APN settings 

•  The developer is free to use these features by using the 
Android permission mechanism  

•  At installation time, the application 
installer asks the user to grant the 
required permissions. 



<uses-permission android:name=“android.permission.NAME_OF_PERMISSION”/> 

•  For example, an application to change APN settings must 
declare: 



•  Sign your application with a suitable private key and publish it 
on Android Market 

Android market 
 service 

•  The test of tests show that the APN/proxy configuration: 
1.  Works on Android 1.6 
2.  Doesn’t work on Nexus One Android OS 2.1 
3.  But…. works on Nexus One Android OS 2.2 





•  The attack goal is to hijack mobile web traffic by means of remote 
device reconfigurations. 

•  The attack is achieved by forcing the HTTP/HTTPS traffic to go 
through a proxy under the control of the attacker. 

•  The hijacking can be accomplished by exploiting the following 
provisioning mechanisms:   
–  OMA Client Provisioning (All handsets equipped with an OMA Provisioning 

client) 
–  iPhone Device Configuration (iPhone, iPod, iPad before iOS 4) 
–  Android OS configuration APIs (Android powered handsets) 





•  Based on Apache+Mod-Proxy. 

•  SSLSTRIP as a remote proxy for HTTP connections. 

•  Mod_Security Audit Feature for acquiring traffic in cleartext. 

Forwarding HTTP traffic to SSLSTRIP 

Allowing proxy CONNECT 
method for HTTPS connections 

Starting ModSecurity Engine 

Enabling ModSecurity Log 
Audit Engine 



•  The attack generally affects only web browser traffic. 

–  Grabbing User Credentials 

–  Content Injection 

–  Eavesdropping on Web Traffic 



An Info SMS carrying the USERPIN is sent 

A Provisioning document authenticated by the USERPIN is sent via SMS 

User inserts the 
USERPIN 

New configuration is 
installed 

An Info SMS is sent 

A Provisioning document authenticated by the NETWORKPIN is sent via SMS 

The user is NOT 
REQUESTED to insert 

the PIN 





•  Usually only the target number is known. 

•  IMSI Lookup service returns the IMSI of a mobile number. 



•  UIs display very little and 
very confusing 
information. 



Send Attacker Provisioning SMS 
with new network settings 

Send fake Info SMS 



1.  Send a deceptive message 
–  Impersonating the victim’s Mobile Operator is always a good choice. 

2.  Identify the victim’s Mobile Operator 
–  The new settings must define specific operator parameters. 

3.  Deliver a “Verified” configuration profile 
–  The message must appear to be valid. 



•  A spoofed SMS/MMS 
can be sent to the 
victim by 
impersonating the 
mobile operator. 

•  When a user taps the URL inside the message, Mobile Safari 
usually opens the web page linked to it. 

•  If the URL is linked to a mobileconfig file, Mobile Safari will 
silently downloads the file and opens the Profile Installation Menu 
instead. 



•  The iPad is not equipped with an SMS/MMS client but… 
–  …MobileMail is available. 

•  It’s possible to trick the victim into opening a mobileconfig file by 
sending an email with a fake link. 

•  A user hardly ever checks a link address in an email. 



•  When the victim tries to download the mobileconfig file, the 
source IP address becomes known. 

•  An IP Address Reverse Lookup could easily reveal the victim’s 
operator. 





•  An x509 certificate used for email and code signatures. 

•  Can be obtained for free or in demo for 30/60 days. 

•  Usually requires only a valid email address during the validation 
process (Class 1).  

•  Few constraints for the Common Name field. 



•  The mobileconfig is signed with the signature certificate using S/
MIME.  

openssl smime -sign -in hitb_nosigned.mobileconfig 
-out hitb.mobileconfig -signer  
youroperator.crt -inkey youroperator.key -certfile 
youroperator_ca.crt -outform der -nodetach 



•  The Install Profile Menu doesn’t provide significant information on 
the certificate signer (Your Operator). 

•  The More Details submenu doesn’t reveal the new proxy 
settings! 





Deliver malicious mobileconfig 

Send deceptive message 

Identify victim’s operator 



The proxy settings affect the traffic generated by applications too! 







•  A Content Provider:  
–  Provides an interface for reading or modifying data from all applications. 
–  Can be used as a database 
–  Is uniquely identified by an URI that begins with “content://”. 

•  The APNs content provider is identified by  

content://telephony/carriers  



•  Defined in packages/providers/TelephonyProvider/src/com/
android/providers/telephony/TelephonyProvider.java 

•  Data is stored in a table with the schema:  



•  The default profile is listed in content://telephony/
carriers/preferapn(read-only). 

•  This content provider can be used to obtain the default profile ID. 



•  The default profile can be updated using defaultID. 

•  The new proxy settings can be discovered only by inspecting the 
profile details: 



WRITE_APN_SETTINGS 
permission can 

only be seen scrolling 
down the list 

•  A user may suspect this message: 





•  However, a typical 
mobile user downloads 
and tries several 
applications a month. 





  The attacks do not rely on the exploitation of a single vulnerability 

  Issues at the 'system' level: 

-  Insufficient level of details provided by UIs (Generally) 

-  Lack of Provisioning Message filtering (OMA devices) 

-  Vulnerable Provisioning mechanism (Apple devices before iOS 4.0) 

-  Abusable permission granting UI (Android devices) 






